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Abstract-Existence, uniqueness and stability of the stationary solutions of the problem: ~.(a, t) t 
~,(a, t) = - m(a, ~(a, t)) u(a, t), ~(0, t) = _fo” b(a, u(a. t))u(a, t) da, u(a, 0) = u”(a), 0 zz a < O, t ~0 (with m, 
b and w given) are investigated together with their ecological implications. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall be concerned with the following non-linear version of the Lotka-Von 
Foerster model for the evolution in time of the age density ~(a, t) of a population (see 
Hoppensteadt [ 11) 
Du(a, t) = - m(a, ~(a, t))u(o, t), 05 a < 0, t 10 
u(0, t) = I wb(a, ~(a, t))u(a, t)da, t > 0 0 (1) 
u(a,0>=u~(a) O:a<o 
where 
Du(a, t) = hmh, 
u(a+h,t+h)-u(a,t) 
h 
and w is an upper bound for the age a of an individual. We shall set 
A = [O, 01. 
In this model the interactions that influence mortality and fertility are supposed to exist only 
between individuals of the same age. We refer to Sinestrari[2] for more details on the ecological 
situations in which this circumstance can occur and for the biological implications of the 
mathematical ssumptions and results. 
Problem (1) was studied by many authors: Griffel[3] assumes that m(a, u) is linear with 
respect o u, that b(a, u) is independent of u and o = + a; Coleman, Coffman and Hsieh[&71 
replace the integral in the second equation in (1) by a function of ~(a,, t) where a, is a specified 
reproductive age for all the individuals: this assumption leads to a different problem from the 
mathematical point of view. On the other hand Frauenthal[8] and Swick[9, lo] suppose that 
m(a. u) depend only on a and study some specific examples of b(a, u) suggested by the 
Easterlin’s hypothesis on the human reproduction in developed countries in recent times. 
To study problem (1) we shall assume that the mortality function m satisfies the following 
properties: (m,) m(a, u) is continuous and nonnegative on A x I?,; (mJ m(a,.) is nondecreasing; 
(m,) given r > 0 we have lim,,,J,” m(a’, u)da’ = + a, uniformly for 0 5 u 5 r. 
Condition (ml) has an obvious biological meaning whereas (mJ ensures that the solution of 
iWork done under C.N.R. Contract No. 81.01942.01 while the author was on leave at the Scuola Normale Superiore, 
Pisa. 
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(1) vanishes as a approaches the maximum age o. Also note that the lipschitz continuity of 
m(a,.) is not required. 
The fertility function b is assumed to satisfy: (b,) b(a, u) is continuous, bounded and 
nonnegative on Ax R,; (bJ given r >O there exists L = L(r) such that Jb(a, u’) - b(a, u”)ls 
Lju’ - ~“1 for each a E A and 0 5 u’, u” 5 r. 
Finally concerning the initial age distribution we shall assume that u. is continuous and 
nonnegative on A. 
Under the above assumptions it can be proved (see Section 2) that there exists a unique 
nonnegative solution of problem (1) in A x R,. Our main interest in this paper is in the 
stationary solutions u = u(a) whose existence, uniqueness and local stability will be studied in 
Sections 3 and 4. Finally in Section 5 we shall give conditions for their global stability. 
2.EXISTENCEANDUNIQUENESSOFTHEGLOBALSOLUTION 
We now investigate the existence of solutions of (1). To this end, given a continuous B: 
R, -, R,, we shall consider the following auxiliary problem: 
Dw(a, t) = - m(a, ~(a, t))u(a, t). a E A, t E R, 
~(0, t) = B(t), t > 0 (2) 
u(a,O) = uo(a), a E A. 
It can be proved[2] that there exists a unique solution of this problem; in what follows we 
shall denote by uB the solution of (2). Now let us consider the equation in the unknown B: 
R-R+ 
B(t)= Id I Ha, UB@, We@, t) da. 0 
It is easy to check that if u is a solution of (1) then (2) and (3) hold with B(t) = ~(0, t) and 
UB = u. Conversely if B is a continuous function such that (3) is verified, then u = ug is a 
solution of (1) and ~(0, t) = B(t). In this way our problem reduces to the study of the first order 
nonlinear partial differential equation (2) and to the subsequent study of the nonlinear 
functional equation (3) in the unknown B(t). Although for a general m satisfying (ml)-(mJ the 
solution of (2) cannot be written in a closed form, anyway equation (3) can be solved and a 
priori estimates for the birth rate B(t) = ~(0, t) can be found. More precisely we have the 
following result (see [2]; Theorems 2 and 5 and Proposition 2). 
THEOREM 1
There exists a unique nonnegative solution of problem (1) for each a E A and t E R, and 
we have ~(a, t) 5 c exp (dt), where c depends on u. and d = sup b - inf m. Moreover ~(a, t) 
depends continuously upon the initial datum uo. 
Remark. Theorem 1 is proved in [2] under more general assumptions; in particular m and b 
can depend also on t. But as we are interested in the study of the stationary solutions we 
restrict ourselves to the autonomous case. 
3.STATIONARY SOLUTIONS 
We now investigate the existence of those (nontrivial) solutions of problem (1) which do not 
depend on t. They correspond to the equilibrium age distributions for the population. First 
observe that denoting by u,(a) the solution of the following problem 
u’(a)‘= - m(a, u(a))u(a), a E A (4) 
u(0) = E > 0 
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then u, is a stationary solution of (1) if and only if 
3.55 
I 
0 
F(E) = E-’ b(a, u,(a))u,(a) da = 1. 
0
(9 
In the biological situations mentioned in Section 1 it is reasonable to assume that (b,) 
u + b(a, u) is non increasing. 
Condition (b,) implies that E + F(E) is non increasing and hence that there exist F(0’) and 
F( + CQ) ([2], Lemma 2). Therefore we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2 
Let (ml)- (mJ and (b,)-(b,) hold. If F(O’)> 1 and F(+ m) < 1 then there exists a 
stationary solution of (1). Conversely if there exists a stationary solution then F(0’) 2 1 and 
F(+m)zs 1. 
Remark. If F is strictly decreasing then the stationary solution (if it exists) is unique. This 
can happen for instance when the fertility at certain ages or the mortality at low ages are 
sensitive to u. More precisely we have uniqueness for the stationary solution if one of the 
following additional conditions holds: 
(i) m(a,.) is locally lipschitz continuous and moreover there exists ii such that b(&) is 
strictly decreasing. 
(ii) There exist a’ < a” such that m(a’,.) is strictly increasing and b(a”, u) > 0 for each u. 
In fact let us suppose that E < e’ and that F(E) = F(c’). Since E + u,(a) is non decreasing and 
E -) E-‘U,(O) is non increasing ([2], Lemma 2), we must have for each a E A 
b(a, u,4W-‘u,h1) = b(a, u,(Q))E’-lu,,(a) = b(a, ~,(a))~-‘u,(a) 
and it can be proved that the foregoing relations contradict (i) or (ii). 
4. LOCAL STABILITY 
We now assume that there exists a stationary solution u, of (1) and investigate its stability. 
To this end we shall also assume that m, and b, exist continuous. Let now u denote a solution 
of (1) and set for a E A and t E R, 
B(t) = ~(0, t) 
r(a, t) = u(a, t)- u,(a) (6) 
R(t) = r(0, t) = B(t) - E 
ro(a) = r(a, 0) = u&a> - u,(a). 
With this notation and taking into account (1) and (4) we conclude that r(a, t) satisfies the 
following conditions 
&(a, t) = - rii(a, t)r(a, t) 
I 
0 
r(0, t) = 6(a, t)r(a, t)da 
0
r(a, 0) = rda) 
where 
fi(a. t) = m,(a, u,(a) + &(a, [))~,(a) + m(a, u,(a) + r(a, t)) 
6(a, t) = b,(a, u,(a) + Wr(a, ?))~,(a) + b(a, u,(a) + r(a, t)) 
(7) 
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with suitable 8, 8’~ [O, 11. Integrating (7) along its characteristics we have that r(a. t) satisfies 
r(a, t) = 
(I 
0 
R(t - a) exp - rii(a’, t - a + a’) da’ a<t 
0 
t 
ro(a - t) exp rii(a - t + a’, a’) da’ azt 
hence we find that R(t) satisfies the following integral equation 
R(t) = f(t)+ 
I 
’ K(a, t)R(t - a) da, t E R, 
0 
(8) 
where 
(I 
a 
&a, t) exp - rii(a’, t - a + a’) da’ ,act,a<o 
K(a, t) = 0 
0 a>t,a>o 
and 
I 
Ci(a-t+a’,a’)da’ r,(a-t)da, Ost<w 
I 0 t 2 0. 
Using (6) and (8) we can prove the following result concerning the stability of the stationary 
solutions of (1) (see [2]; Theorems 7 and 8). 
THEOREM 3 
Let (m,) - (m3, (b,) - (6,) hold and let m,, b, exist continuous. If u, is a stationary solution 
satisfying the following condition: 
I w IhAa, u,(aNu,(a) + Ha, u,(a)) Iew (- Joa (m,(a’, u,(a’))u,(a’)+ m(a', ~,(a’))> da’ da < 1, 0 ) 
(9) 
then there exist S, M, c > 0 such that if lu(0, a) - u,(a)j < 6, for a E A then ]~(a, t) - u,(a)1 I 
Mexp(-ct),for a E A and t E R,. 
Remark. Condition (9) is verified for example when b,(a, u) < 0 and b,(a, u)u + b(a, u) 2 0 
or when b does not depend on u and m,(a, u) > 0. 
5. GLOBAL STABILITY 
In this section we shall assume that there exists an age interval ]a,, a?[ in which the fertility 
rate cannot vanish. More precisely: 
(bd) b(a, u) > 0 if a, < a < a? and u 2 0. 
This condition assures that the birth rate B(t) is positive for large t provided uo(a) $0 for 
0 5 a 5 az. We have in fact the following result: 
THEOREM 4 
Let (m,) - (mJ, (b,), (bJ and (b4) hold. Let in addition uo(a) + 0 for 0 5 a 5 az and let ~(a, t) 
be the solution of (1). Then there exists r such that B(t) = ~(0, t) > 0 for t 2 1. 
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The proof can be obtained on the same lines of that of ([ll], Theorem 2) and therefore is 
omitted. 
We shall prove now that if there exists a unique stationary solution u,(a) of (1) and if the 
following condition is satisfied 
(b,) u + b(a, u)u is non decreasing 
then every population such that u(a, 0) $0 for 0 5 a 5 az has an age structure ~(a, t) which 
approaches u,(a) when t + + ~0. we note that condition (b,) implies that b(a,.) decreases (as 
required by (b,)) not too rapidly, e.g. as (1 + u)-” with 0 < s I 1. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 let us set 
T=i+w 
I,=[T+(k-l)o,Ttko], k=l,2,.. 
We have 
mk = min B(t), Mk = max B(t). 
I& 4 
PROPOSITION 5 
Let (m,) - (mJ and (b,) - (b,) hold. Assume in addition that: 
(F) There exists a unique non trivial stationary solution of (1): that is the equation F(E) = 1 
has a unique positive solution Z. Then for each solution of (1) such that u,,(a) + for 0 I a I a2 
the following properties hold 
if mk 1 E then mk+] 2 Z (10) 
if mk <c then mk+l > mk (11) 
if Mk 5 E then Mk+, 5 g (12) 
if Mk > g then Mk > Mk+,. (13) 
Proof. Let us first observe that if ~(a, t) is a solution of (1) and u,(a) denotes the solution 
of (4) then we have u(a, t) = u,(a) with E = B(t - a); this can be seen by integrating (2) along 
the characteristic line through (0, t - a)[2]. To prove (10) let mk 2 C and assume for contradic- 
tion that mk+l <c SO that mk+l < mk. If fk+, E &+, iS such that B(fk+,) = mk+l We have 
B(fk+, - a) 2 mk+l and 0, tk+l) = uB(tk+,-oj(a) 2 umk+, (a), for each a E A, since c -+ u,(a) is non 
decreasing. By virtue of (b,) we deduce 
o mk+1 = B(h+,) = I Ha, 46 ~k+l))u(ay fk+,) da 2 0
I 
w 
0 
Ha, u,,+,(a))u,,+,(a) d  
so that 1 Z F(mk+l), since m&l f 0. As mk+l <Z we have also F(mk+,) 2 F(Z) = 1 which 
contradicts (I?). To prove (11) assume for contradiction that mk+l I mk < E so that F(mk+d 2 
F(Z) = 1. By repeating the above arguments we get F(mk+l) 5 1 which is contrary to assumption 
(F). Properties (12) and (13) can be proved in a similar way. 
PROPOSKION 6
Under the assumptions of Proposition 5 we have 
limk-Mk = limk_mk = g. (14) 
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Proof. Let us first suppose that for each k we have 
mk<Z<Mk. (15) 
From (11) we deduce mk+l > mk and the existence of lime&mk = m, 5 C. Similarly from (13) 
We get L$‘fk+, Q h’fk SO that there exists limk_Mk = M, Z z. Let tk+, be such that B(fk+,) = Mk+,; 
as Mk > Mk+, we can argue as in the proof of Proposition 5 and prove that 
Mk+, = B(fk+,) 5 I o 0 b(a, bv&dh&) da = MkF(Mk) 
so that, letting k + co, we have M, I MS(MJ and hence 11 F(M,). As M, 2 E we have also 
F(M,) 5 F(Z) = 1 which implies M, = Z, by virtue of (F). In a similar way we can deduce that 
limkamk = g. 
If (15) does not hold then by Proposition 5 we have that for sufficiently large k 
mkzZ (16) 
or 
Mk=Z. (17) 
If (16) holds we have Mk 2 mk 1 Z; let us suppose for a moment hat Mk > L From (13) we 
deduce Mk > Mk+, and so we can proceed as above and obtain limk- Mk = Z which in turn 
implies (14), by virtue of (16). On the other hand if there is k such that B(f) = E in 4 then 
B(t) = Z in Ikcl; in fact 
b(a, ~g(r-a)(a))~~(t-o)(a) da = 
I 
0 
b(a, uz(a))u<(a) da = L 
0
Therefore we find B(t) = Z for t B T + (k - 1)o and (14) is proved. The situation described 
by (17) can be handled in a similar way. 
We are now able to state the global stability result previously announced: 
THEOREM 7 
Let conditions (ml)-(m3) and (b,)-(b,) hold and suppose that there exists a unique 
nontrivial stationary solution u<(a) of (1) (i.e. (F) holds). Then if uo(a) f 0 in [0, ad (with a2 
given by condition (b4)) and ~(a, t) is the corresponding solution of (1) we have 
lim,,lu(a, t) - u;(a)1 = 0 
uniformly for a E A. 
Proof. From Proposition 6 we deduce lim,,,, B(f) = Z. Now integrating (1) along the 
characteristics we obtain for t > a (see Section 5 of [2]> 
lu(a, t) - u,(a)1 5 (B(t - a) - El 
and the result follows. 
Remark. If a2 is the maximum fertile age in the sense that b(a, u) = 0 when a z az and 
u L 0, then if uo(a) = 0 for 0 5 a 5 al? it is easy to check that B = 0 is the unique solution of (2). 
Hence from Theorem 7 we deduce that two situations are possible: if all the individuals at time 
t = 0 are beyond the maximum fertile age then the population goes to extinction; in the opposite 
situation the age structure of the population tends uniformly to the equilibrium age distribution. 
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